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Abstract
Title of dissertation: A study of ship scrapping economics, environmental problems
in south Asia and solutions.

Degree:

MSc.

This dissertation is a study of economic concepts of ship scrapping, various toxic
substances available on ships, their adverse effects on the environment in south
Asian ship scrapping countries and possible solutions to raise the standards of ship
scrapping to make it safe for the environment and human health.

Ships, after the end of their economic life, are scrapped to recover many valuable
materials, which are either recycled or reused. Ship scrapping is labour intensive. It
is an economic activity, which has the tendency to be located in developing countries.
A brief look has been taken at the economics of ship scrapping.

Ship scrapping is a dirty and environmentally unfriendly industry.

Ships contain

some potentially hazardous substances too, which, if not handled appropriately,
cause environmental pollution. It is a fact that ship scrapping is proving detrimental
for the environment in south Asian scrapping countries, where environmental rules
are lax. The study describes its impact on environment.

The dissertation also contains a discussion and analysis of a few proposals to raise
the standards of scrapping and in the end, a course of action has been recommended.

Key words: Ship scrapping, scrap yard, environment, south Asia, toxic.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Ship breaking has been an established industry since the 19* century, when the first
iron vessels were available for breaking.

During the World War II, European

countries had suffered extensive destruction and had become economically weak,
which had necessitated reconstruction and development. During the development
phase in the 1950s, many European countries were actively involved in ship
scrapping. But after Europe was economically developed, the scrapping industry
gradually shifted towards the east during the 1960s-1970s. In the 1980s, Taiwan
emerged as the leader in ship scrapping. However, in early 1990s, even Taiwan was
out of this activity. Ship scrapping then moved on to the developing countries India,
China, Bangladesh and Pakistan, where it is concentrated even today. In view of the
above, it would be interesting to query that:
Why can’t ship scrapping industry be retained by countries, after attaining a certain
level of economic development?

Nowadays, ships are generally designed and constructed for an operating life of
about 20 years. However, depending upon their maintenance as well as earning
potential, economic life may get prolonged up to 25-30 years.

Sometimes their

economic life is shortened by prolonged slump in the market cycle.

However,

scrapping decision does not depend on age only. There are other influencing factors.
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In view of above, the following questions arise:
Why do ships lose their economic value?
Why are they scrapped?
What are the factors that govern scrapping decision?
World shipping tonnage has been consistently growing because of rise in world trade.
Consequently ship-scrapping has also gone up and is likely to increase further. In the
recent past. Article 13 G, Annex I of MARPOL 73/78 was amended, which requires
certain category of tankers to have double hull and double bottom tanks.
amendment has already caused scrapping of many tankors.
scrapped in future.

The

Many more will be

This may have adverse impact on scrapping capacity.

The

question arises that how will so many vessels be scrapped in future.

Based on favourable forecast made for a shipping sector, owners throughout the
world acquire new tonnage. Eventually this leads to over tonnage and weak freight
market. Scrapping of ships corrects the imbalance between supply and demand of
ships and in return owners are able to recover residual value of ships. The residual
value is determined by the demolition market. Different roles are played by different
players. It would be interesting to query the following:
How does the demolition market function?
How is the demolition price determined?

Westfal-Larsen had said that ship scrapping should be renamed ship recycling as
95% of a ship’s hull and equipment is actually recycled (Box, 1999, p. 7). During
scrapping, several valuable substances are recovered, which can be either recycled or
reused. For instance, this industry provides scrap steel for making steel used in the
construction industry, which results in saving two third of the energy, when
compared with steel production from raw materials. Also production of five million
tonnes of steel from scrap steel results in saving of twenty million tonnes of iron ore,
coal and limestone and the environmental problems associated with mining and steel
production (IMO 2001 a, p. 4).

Equipment like generators, pumps, engine
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components, copper and other material are sold and reused.

This is why the

scrapping industry is now being referred to as the ship recycling industry.
Various economic concepts, as above are discussed in Chapter 2.
Despite it being called recycling industry, this industry has been known as dirty,
hazardous and environmentally unfriendly because ships contain some potentially
hazardous materials too. Ships-are scrapped by workers using primitive methods.
Consequently,

the

substances released

during

environmeiit and affect the health of workers.

scrapping pollute the

local

In view of likely increase in ship

scrapping in'future, the environmental concern assumes paramount importance. The
industry has been under severe criticism of environmentalist groups Greenpeace and
Basel action network. They have been pressurising shipping and scrapping industry
to take measures for environmentally sound disposal of waste material.
With a view to understanding the environmental problem, the following questions
can be raised:
Which are the potentially hazardous substances?
How do they pollute the environment and affect workers’ health?
Why are scrapping companies not concerned about the environment?
Chapter 3 takes care of the environmental issues of ship scrapping.

The environmental concern caused by ship scrapping is one of the major issues today
and has already caught the attention of International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
Since the ultimate aim of the dissertation is to find solution(s) to the environmental
problem, it becomes imperative to assess the alternative solutions. An analysis of the
alternatives is discussed in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 represents the conclusion of the study and recommendations of suitable
measure(s).

Since there are only a few books available on ship scrapping, most of the information
has been collected from journals, newspapers, IMO documents and Internet.
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Chapter 2
Ship scrapping economics

2.1 Ship scrapping industry has the potential to shift
The ship scrapping sector is a part of the industrial sector, as it can supply scrap steel
at moderate prices to the steel industry, louring the post-war rebuilding of Europe in
the 1950s, ship scrapping played a dominant role and scrap steel was easily available
to their industrial sector. ‘^Another reason for Europe’s domination in ship scrapping
was the concentration of many maritime powers in that region. It was performed at
the docks and was a mechanised operation.

However,^ due to the economic

development of Europe, the enyironmental, health and safety standards were raised
and the cost of upholding such standards increased. Gradually, the ship scrapping
centres began to shift towards east in the 1960s-1970s. According to Sinha (1998,
p.397), this can be attributed to the following four main factors:
•

The industrialised countries were no longer in need of scrap steel.

•

In the U.S. and Europe, steel was available in abundance, which brought
down the prices of scrap metals.

Thus ship scrapping was no longer

profitable for them. In fact many of the European countries later became net
exporters of steel.
•

Construction regulations no longer permitted the use of re-rolled products.

•

With development, labour costs increased and safety and environmental
regulations became strict, which made it difficult for scrap dealers to continue
in business.
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In the 1950s and 60s, ship scrapping was also very active in Japan, when it held
about 10% of the world market but with economic development and the resulting
high labour costs and stricter environmental laws, the cost of ship scrapping rose
high and this industry could not be sustained (Box, 1996, p.33). This activity then
shifted to Taiwan, where cheap labour was available. South Korea too remained in
this industry for some time. Table 1 shows that in the mid 1980s, about three fourth
of the ship scrapping industry was located in Taiwan, China and South Korea,
Taiwan being the leader.

Table 1
Ship breaking by country
(1985-2000)
1986

1995

1991

GT

%

GT

%

GT

%

Taiwan

7773

38

48

2

0

0

China

4567

23

172

7

754

9

S. Korea

2658

13

8

0

3

0

Pakistan

861

4

445

19

1670

20

Japan

770

4

81

3

146

2

India

636

3

695

29

2809

33

Spain

581

3

13

1

40

0

Turkey

418

2

77

3

207

2

311

2

8

0

1

0

Bangladesh

268

1

512

- 22

2539

30

Others

1444

7

306

13

354

4

20287

100

2365

100

8523

100

Italy

Total

Sorce: Stopford, M. (1997, p. 485).
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Thereafter, Taiwan too developed economically and for the same reasons as given
above, it closed the demolition yards in the early 1990s and replaced them with a
container terminal (Table 1). By then, the scrapping industry had moved to India,
Bangladesh, China and Pakistan because of their economic necessity and lax
environmental laws. The post World War II history has shown that those nations,
which were earlier involved in scrapping considered it a burden, as they developed
and pushed it away. The ship scrapping industry has been a footloose industry,

Table 2
Ship demolition in major scrapping countries
(In million deadweight tonnes)
(Includes ships of less than 10,000 deadweight tonnes)
India

Year

Bangladesh

China

Pakistan

1996

8.45

46%

0.16

1%

4.95

27%

4.21

23%

1997

7.97

51%

0.07

—

4.18

27%

1.78

11%

1998

9.81

41%

0.94

4%

5.90

25%

4.53

19%

1999

11.58

37%

4.42

14%

8.68

28%

4.77

15%

2000

9.85

47%

4.70

22%

4.05

19%

1.99

9%

Source: Appendix A.

Table 2 shows the scrapping tonnage handled in the four foremost ship breaking
countries India, Bangladesh, Pakistan and China. The percentage of scrapping for
each of these countries has been worked out by considering the total tonnage
scrapped in these countries and in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) countries. Thus the percentage, as shown in Table 2 may not
be absolutely accurate. The reason for these countries’ involvement in ship recycling
is more or less identical.

Ship breaking is highly labour intensive.

All these

countries are over-populated and have the need for employment for masses. Thus
using primitive methods, the ship scrapping industry provides employment
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opportunities to many people in these countries, which readily provide market for
recycled parts. Their state of economic development makes it an activity that suits
their needs perfectly. It can be observed from Table 2 that there is a big increase in
scrapping tonnage handled by China between 1996 and 2000 and during the same
period, Pakistan’s share has fallen considerably. Tables 2 & 3 reveal that these
countries together handled 97% and 96% of scrapping tonnage in 2000 and 2001
respectively. In accordance with Table 3, Bangladesh seems to have taken the lead
over India in 2001 by handling 34% of the total tonnage scrapped. As the data in
these two tables has been taken from different sources, some inconsistency between
the two cannot be ruled out.

Table 3
Share of major scrapping countries
% of deadweight tonnage scrapped
Year

Bangladesh

India

China

Pakistan

2001

34%

28%

21%

13%

Source: Based on “Breaking up is hard”, (2002, p. 15)

It can be observed from the above explanation that four countries are leading the
scrapping market. Low labour cost in these countries is the cause of their being in
leading position because steel market price cannot sustain high dismantling costs.

2.2 Value of substances released during scrapping

2.2.1 Quantity of substances
During scrapping, several substances such as steel, non-ferrous metals and various
other substances are recovered. Some of them are recyclable. Steel scrap is sold to
re-folling mills, where it is heated and re-rolled into steel rods for the construction
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industry, and markets for which are readily available. Table 4 shows the percentage
of the different substances released during scrapping of a vessel. It can be seen that
amounts of different materials recovered vary for different types of vessels. The
content of reroll steel increases with the size of ship. The scrap obtained from the
ship breaking process is of superior quality, especially tankers, which have large flat
panels.
Table 4
Types and amounts of materials recovered during ship scrapping
(In percentage of lightship deadweight tonnage)

General
cargo
Bulk
carrier
Ore
carrier
Passenger
vessel
Oil
tanker
Ore bulk
oil carrier
Container
ship

Weight
lost

4-8

Wood
and
Misc.
5

Machinery

scrap

Cast
iron

56-70

10

2-5

Non
ferrous
metals
1

61-71

8-10

2-3

1

2-5

1-5

10-16

62-69

10

3

1

3-5

5

10-16

44-58

10

5

1-2

10-15

5-7

11-17

72-81

5-7

2-3

1-2

1-2

1-2

10-12

66-75

8-10

3

1

1-6

1-2

10-13

63-67

10

3-4

1

5

5

10-13

Type of Reroll
plate
Vessel

Melting

9-15

Source: Appendix B

2.2.2 Value of substances and income

Scrap steel provides most of the value of a ship, however, return from non-ferrous
materials is most lucrative. Table 5 illustrates the average values represented by
different materials recovered in ship scrapping. Steel meant for making reroll steel
enables scrap dealers to earn 61% of the total revenue. Non-ferrous metals, though
only 1-2 % of the lightship deadweight tonnage (Idt), provide 7 % of the revenue.
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Table 5
Average value of substances released during scrapping

Species

Average percentage of total revenue

Reroll steel

61%

Machinery and equipment

8%

Cast iron

7%

Non ferrous metals

7%

Remelt steel

6%

Shafting

6%

Pipes and casting

4%

Wood, non metals and misc.

1%

Source: Hess, R., Rushworth, D., Hynes, M.V. & John E. Peters, J.E. (2001, p. 47)

Most of the income is derived from selling steel, even though other products are
more valuable. There are some substances of little value too. Thus it implies that
scrapping industry is very much dependent on the international price of steel.
Moreover, another problem that makes this activity a burden is that it is subjected to
the market cycle of ships.

2.3 Relationship betvreen life cycle and market cycle of a ship

The life cycle of a ship is divided into essentially four stages:

•

Conception Stage: This is a stage which consists of identifying activities
necessary to develop and define a means for meeting a specific requirement.
Such activities normally include research and development, design, contract
specifications and identification of all necessary support.

9

•

Acquisition Stage: This is the stage at which activities, necessary to acquire
the ship and to provide support for the ship identified in the conception stage, ^ "
i

are carried out.
•

In-Service Stage: This stage normally consists of various activities necessary
for operation, maintenance, support and 'modification of the ship throughout
its operational life. The in-service stage is normally the longest of about 25
years. Sometimes casualties result in reducing the life cycle of a ship.

•

Disposal Stage: This stage consists of various activities necessary to remove
the ship and its supporting materials from service.

Market cycle
On the other hand, a shipping market cycle consists of market booms and slumps.
Boom indicates buoyant freight market, when lot of new buildings are ordered and
ship owners make substantial profits. Boom is graphically indicated by a 'crest'.
Slump indicates depressed freight market, when cash inflow is squeezed until lot of
tonnage is scrapped. It is graphically shown as a 'trough'. The market cycle can
also be called a process, which coordinates supply and demand of tonnage by
removing imbalances in supply and demand for ships.

It is not periodic and its

length cannot be predicted. If 'trough' i.e. slump prolongs, it may be very difficult
for many owners to operate their vessels, so they may decide to send them for pre
mature scrapping. Thus it may be inferred from the above that the life cycle of a
vessel is prolonged or shortened by the market cycle.
Once the life cycle of a ship is over, it is scrapped. However, the decision to scrap a
ship is influenced by different factors.
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2.4 Factors influencing scrapping decision

Figure 1 shows that scrapping decision depends on the age of a ship, freight market
and trade patterns, each of them being dependent on other factors. The main factors
are explained as follows:

2.4.1 Age of ship
The age of a ship is one of the factors that enables ship owners to take scrapping
decision. As a ship grows older, its condition deteriorates gradually, which depends
on how much expenditure is incurred on its maintenance.

Therefore, there is no

specific age at which ships can be scrapped. Many reputed charterers do not accept
old ships for shipment of their cargoes, which reduces employment opportunities for
such vessels. Although old ships have low capital cost, their operating and voyage
costs are higher relative to newer ships because of their less efficient engine and high
repair and maintenance costs. Repairs and maintenance of such vessels also result in
longer non-earning periods. The speed and cargo handling capacity of newer ships
makes old ships less competitive. Despite the above, age cannot be used as sole
criteria for scrapping decisions otherwise many well-maintained vessels would be
lost and also this would be a disincentive for ship owners to maintain ships, as they
approach the deadline for scrapping.

Owners of well-maintained old vessels

sometimes put their vessels through fifth special survey to extend their life instead of
a new acquisition, if the market prospects appear to be rewarding. The fifth special
survey, which is carried out when a vessel is about 25 years old requires significant
steel replacement and renewal of many parts and thus the cost is often prohibitive.
Therefore, if its cost cannot be balanced against the expected life of the vessel as
well as her earning potential, which would mainly depend on freight market
conditions, owners may decide to sell their vessels for scrap.
However, it is worth noting that the economic life of ships is about 25 years and this
has a bearing on the number of ships scrapped.

11

Ship scrapping decision process

Source: Drewry shipping consultants (1996, p.21)

Figure 1

2.4.1.1 Average economic life of ships and scrap tonnage in future

The demand for shipping is derived from the world trade. World trade growth has
fuelled the growth of shipping fleets and at the same time shipping has facilitated
it; so it may be stated that shipping plays a crucial role in the world economy. The
increase in number of ships and gross toimage in the world fleet during the second
half of the last century over the period 1948 - 2000 is shown in Figure 2. The
world fleet consisted in 2000 of almost 89,000 vessels over 100 gross tonnage (gt)
with an aggregate 554 million gt.

Growth of world fleet

OTF1000)

Development of the world fleet 1948>1999

Source: Wijnolst, N. (2001)

Figure 2

Figure 3 shows scrapping building up 25 years after the newbuilding peak of the
1970s, which is in line with average age given above. This implies that every
year scrapping or recycling plus losses should amount to 100/25 = 4 percent
(technical replacement ratio) share of the world fleet (Wijnolst 2001).
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World ship scrapping by type
(1963-96)

Million dwt deliveries

Million dwt scrapping

70

60

50

40 .

30

20
10

Source; Stopford, M. (1997, p.l37)

Figure 3
According to Buxton (1991, p.l05), annual loss of ships from all causes is around
0.3-0.7 % in number of ships and 02-0.1% of gross tonnage. Thus scrapping
should be about 3.6%. Based on this and considering the number of ships as
89000 of about 554 million gt, the annual number of ships scrapped should be
around 3,200 of about 20.0 million gt. However, Table 6 shows the number
around 700 only. The reason is that demolition of many small ships less than
100 gt is not reported.
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Table 6
Ship scrapping by ship type
(Ships of 300 gt and over)
Year

Tankers
Nos.

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

117
120
107
108
■•129
178

■

Bulk
carrier

Container
ships

68
164
156
276
224
133

8
20
22
59
■46
11

■

Genl.
Cargo
ships
280
314
367
420
353
370

Passenger
ships

Tot.

18
22
23
20
12
17

491
640
675
883
764
709

Source: Appendix C

The growth' of the world fleet over the last 50 years has been approx. 3% per
annum for bulk carriers; 6-7% for containers and very high for tankers until the
2nd oil crisis in 1978/79; thereafter, the growth in sea borne oil trade stagnated
and the fleet expansion has been minimal. Thus the past 50 years have shown that
except tanker tonnage, the shipping sector is likely to continue to grow.
Therefore the tonnage to be scrapped will increase gradually to about 4000 ships
of about 24 million gt per annum by the year 2010.

2.4.2 Market conditions

A ship owner can determine the voyage earnings of his vessel by multiplying the
quantity of cargo likely to be carried by the prevailing fireight rate and decide
whether or not the voyage would be profitable.

The freight rate primarily

depends on the interplay of market forces of ship supply and cargo demand.
Very often, in the tramp market, both dry and liquid, a two-tier market develops,
‘ N. Wijnolst (Personal communication, June 21, 2002)
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when modem ships command premium and older vessels have to accept
discounted rates. As long as a ship owner earns enough profit, he is able to
ensure operational competitiveness of his vessel.

This enables him to decide

whether to continue to invest in the ship and keep it employed or not. Thus
scrapping is a commercial decision, which depends on the owner’s expectation of
future earning potential and profitability of vessel and his own financial position.
During recession, if an owner perceives, based on market indicators, that the
freight market may boom in the near future, he may not sell his unprofitable ship
for scrap and continue to incur losses due to his strong financial position because
the likely profits during boom may more than offset the loss incurred by him
during recession. Very often ship owners throughout the world go on ordering
new tonnage based on promising forecast for a specific sector, which eventually
leads to over tonnage and weakening of the freight market.

The container

shipping sector can be a good example here. According to Willmington (2002, p.
6), as of 1®' November 2001, the capacity of container vessels was 7,270,533
TEU. It was reported that more than 750,000 TEU are scheduled for delivery in
2002 and over half a million TEU in 2003. The container ship tonnage on order
is nearly 30 percent of the fleet (“From bad”, 2001, p.l8). Global recession has
resulted in over tonnage of container ships and the market is depressed so
companies have been reporting losses and some have laid up their vessels.
Laying up ships for long periods may lead to deterioration of hull and machinery
and its cost to the owners may be prohibitive. If they feel convinced that resale
price is at the level of scrap price and will not recover, they may sell their ships to
ship breakers.
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2.4.3 Regulations

International shipping offers the freedom of navigating in the open seas, while
moving from one country to another.

Regulations for shipping are thus more

international than national, as vessels cannot be subject to different regulations
formulated by different countries. Regulations are categorized as
1) technical regulations, which concern maritime safety and the marine
etivirpnment
2) economic regulations that concern some economic principles such as fair
competition or protection to national fleet and
3) social regulations, which are concerned with working conditions of seafarers.
Many ship owners see enforcement of regulations as hindrance because their
adherence and implementation involves costs and adversely affect the revenue
earning capability of their vessels. Ships may be sold for scrapping, if the cost of
adhering to new regulations exceeds their earning potential. This can be explained
with the help of the following example.

Impact of amendment to article 13G Annex I MARPOL 73/78
* The amendments to regulation 13G of Annex I MARPOL 73/78, which will come
into force with effect from

September 2002, require certain categories of tankers

more than 5000 deadweight tones (dwt) and above to have double hull and double
bottom tanks. This amendment has resulted in the scrapping of many tankers and
many more will be scrapped in future.
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In BIMCO (2001), two scenarios have been considered as follows:
1) Base case scenario: It has been assumed that tankers are scrapped
continuously, for example due to mixed market conditions within the time
frame laid down in regulation 13G of Annex IMARPOL 73/78.
2) IMO case scenario: Tankers are scrapped at the latest point of time according
to the time frame laid down in the aforesaid regulation.
All types of commercial ships of 2000 dwt or gt and above in operation on the 1®‘
January 2001 have been considered.
According to the report, it is difficult to estimate the maximum recycling
capacity, partly due to lack of information and partly because maximum
recycling capacity is a function of price of ships to be scrapped. When the scrap
price is low, scrap dealers will acquire more tonnage and more recycling capacity
will be attracted. Therefore, based on the recorded scrapping activity, two values
of current capacity have been estimated as follows:
«

A lower bound of current capacity in 2000-2005, which is the sum of the
observed maximum values of yearly recycling of ships by country from
1991-2000.

•

An upper bound of current capacity is estimated, which is based on the
historical development in recycling activity in each country.

The

observed trends have been used to project the recycling activity up to
2005.
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Table 7
Estimates of recycling capacity

Countries

Max. Output recorded ' Estimated capacity in 2005
during 1991-2000
Upper bound (Mill. Idt)
Lower bound (Mill. Idt)

Bangladesh

1.26

1.50

China

1.70

1.70

India

3.20

4.50

Pakistan

0.85

1.00

Turkey

0.16

0.20

Vietnam

0.09

0.10

Unknown (average)

0.25

0.25

Others

0.18

0.15

Total inch unknown

7.69

9.40

Source: BIMCO (2001 p.7)

As per Table 7, the lower bound capacity and the upper bound capacity have been
estimated to be 7.7 million Idt and 9.4 million Idt respectively. These estimates are
only rough estimates.

'

Figure 4 shows that in the Base case scenario, the scrapping volume remains below
the lower bound capacity during 2001 and 2002 but it may coincide with lower
bound capacity in 2003.

In 2005, scrapping volume is likely to touch about 8.1

million Idt, slightly above the lower bound capacity of 7.7 million Idt. Most likely,
additional recycling capacity will be created either due to lower prices of scrap ships
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Recycling capacity and decommissioning

Source: BIMCO (2001, p. 8)

Figure 4

and/or due to general increase in recycling capacity in the major recycling countries.
The scrapping volume is likely to decline gradually during 2006-07 to a level of just
under 7 million Idt per year, which may continue until 2014. However, in 2015 there
is likely to be a sharp increase in decommissioning much above the upper bound
capacity of 9.4 million Idt due to scrapping of remaining single hull tankers.
The MO case scenario shows that during 2001-03, much less scrapping should take
place when compared with the Base case scenario, indicating that scrapping of
tankers should be relatively low in this period. This however, is contradictory to
tanker tonnage scrapped during first six months of 2001, when about 5.5 million dwt
of tanker tonnage corresponding to about 1.9 million Idt per year was scrapped.
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This level of scrapping exceeded the level assumed in this scenario because there
was a dramatic fall in tanker freight market, which no one anticipated and owners
decided to scrap their tankers instead of taking them through the fifth special survey.
Further this scenario shows that there will be lot of concentration of ships to be
recycled during 2004-2007, the peak being about 10.7 million Idt in 2005 and even
the upper bound capacity will not be enough for recycling.

Thus there may be

accumulation of toimage for scrapping during 2005-06.
An increase in recycling capacity may be possible. The concentration of recycling
tonnage during 2004-07 implies over supply of tonnage. This may bring prices of
scrap tonnage to a low level and thus the part of the recycling industry, which is
presently not using steel scrap supplied by ships, may get attracted towards it,
thereby enhancing the recycling capacity.
It is also observed that after 2008, both scenarios produce more or -less the same
result indicating that the age profile of tankers at the begiiming of this period will be
more or less same. The report however emphasizes that to estimate the recycling
capacity reserve, one must address a number of questions, for example, geographical
location of existing recycling capacity, physical constraints of potential recycling
plants, their maximum capacity, local demand for steel, local transport infrastructure.
This list is not exhaustive.
The report concludes that in the IMO case scenario, some capacity constraints could
arise in 2005 and 2006. However, if the scrapping trend witnessed in the recent past
continues, more tanker tonnage than what is shown by the IMO case scenario may be
out of the market during 2005-06, thus eliminating the capacity constraint.
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2,4.4 Changes in trade patterns

Changes in trade patterns lead to changes in ship requirements and a consequence,
many ships become obsolete. One major change in ship requirements, which has
severely influenced the commercial viability and hence scrapping decision of
conventional general cargo ships, has been the advent of container ships.

These

ships have made unitisation of cargo possible and handling of cargo much easier and
quicker. Large container ships have reduced the hauling cost and their high speed
and large gantry cranes in ports have brought down the capital cost of cargoes. More
and more cargoes are being shipped by containers. Also the design of container
vessels to load more containers on deck than in holds has made possible lower gt for
these vessels and hence lower port charges for their owners. Consequently, slower,
expensive and less container friendly conventional vessels have lost out to cellular
container vessels. Containerisation has also, affected the refngerated trades. Modem
container vessels have got many reefer points and various reefer cargoes are now
shipped by container vessels. Presently no new building of reefer vessel is on order
(“Reefer rates”, 2002, p. 36).

2.4.5 Damage or Breakdown

Another reason that may influence scrapping decision is the damage or major
breakdown or failure suffered by a vessel.

If the cost of carrying out repairs is

considered to exceed the value of the vessel and its earning potential such as in the
case of total constructive loss, owners may decide to scrap ships.
Once owners decide to scrap ships on the basis of above mentioned factors, different
participants play their respective roles, before ships reach the scrap yards.
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'

2.5 Who are the participants in the ship scrapping process?

Figure 5 shows the participants in the ship scrapping process such as ship owners,
shipbrokers specializing in scrap market, ship breaker and sometimes buyer’s
brokers, and cash buyers are also involved. As shown, ship breakers sell scrap
steel and other material to re-rolling mills and other buyers respectively. A brief
explanation of the major participants is given as follows:

Participants in the scrap process

Source; Drewry Shipping Consultants (1996, p. 58)

Figure 5
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2.5.1 The ship owner
Ship owner is free to deal directly with the scrap dealer for finalising the price
and terms of sale, but generally, prefers to have the assistance and involvement of
shipbrokers specialising in the scrap market, because ship owners are occupied
with ship operations and hardly have time to gather information of the scrap
market. A shipbroker’s knowledge and efficiency usually ensures a better deal.
Since it is the desire to obtain maximum price for the vessel, very often, owners
approach more than one broker but transaction is finalized through the one, who
succeeds in finalising the highest price.

Owners provide full details of their

vessels including list of equipment to be included in sale agreement, vessel’s
location and terms of sale to shipbrokers.

Many owners prefer to sell their

vessels on 'as is' basis. Vessels are also sold on ‘as is where is’ basis, in which
case arrangements to bring a vessel to the scrap yard are made by the buyer.

2.5.2 The shipbroker

There are shipbrokers that specialize in ship scrapping. Large broking eompanies
have a 'demolition desk' specialising in scrapping.

They have detailed

information of vessels sold and purchased at any point of time and demand and
supply situation in the domestic steel market in the scrapping country.

Full

information of vessels sold in the recent past, including details of sellers and
buyers, vessels placed in the market for sale, terms and prices offered, their
location as well as the market expected in the near future is provided by them to
ship owners.

They assist ship owners in negotiations too.

Sometimes scrap

dealers also seek the services of shipbrokers in order to protect their interest and
then owners’ shipbrokers deal with scrap dealers’ shipbrokers. After receiving
instructions from owners, the shipbroker passes on vessel details to other
shipbrokers, trading houses or purchasing parties. Thereafter they pass on the
quotations received to the ship owners. After negotiations, a deal is finalised.
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Sometimes a standard contract such as Norwegian Sales Form is used. However,
few of its clauses are relevant to a demolition sale and many brokers instead use
their own simplified contract.

2.5.3 Ship scrap trader (Cash buyers)

A problem generally faced by ship owners is that scrap dealers seek to re
negotiate the price and terms after the vessel arrives for scrapping, if the scrap
market has weakened during the period between the conclusion of sale and
physical delivery of a vessel, as it costs a lot to a ship owner to reactivate a vessel
to send it to some other scrapping area. Sometimes payments to ship owners are
delayed due to letter of credit problems. In order to escape such problems, ship
owners, generally, sell their vessels to ship scrap traders, who are also called cash
buyers.

Cash buyers, who act as intermediaries in the sense that they make

immediate payments to owners and assume the responsibility to sell the vessel to
scrap dealers and make arrangements for handing it over to the scrap yard.

The

price finalised could be 5-10% less than what a ship owner would get from a
scrap dealer but the advantage is that he does not encounter any last minute
problems such as last minute renegotiation of terms and does not bear the cost
and responsibility of physically delivering the vessel to the scrapping site
(“Breaking up”, 2002, p. 15). If the need arises, cash buyers even re-flag and
arrange new crew to minimise their cost. Sometimes they try to fix the vessel to
the scrapping region to earn additional revenue, if the vessel owners have not
inserted a clause preventing further employment in the contract. They also make
speculative purchases and sell vessels to scrap dealers after considerable delay,
once the market improves. During summer last year 2001, rates for scrap vessels
fell from $200 per Idt to close-to $140 per Idt in the south Asian region and cash
buyers made speculative purchases in the hope of making fortunes later (“From
bad”, 2001, p. 16)
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2.5.4 Ship breaker
Ship breakers buy scrap tonnage from different ship owners, generally availing
the services of shipbrokers, who are fully aware of recent sales and purchases of
scrap ships. They can exercise their right to inspect vessels first to check as to
what extent corrosion has eroded the steel weight.

When inspections are not

allowed, they build a picture of the state of the vessel based on her age, flag,
owners, country of built and employment. Ferrous metal, non-ferrous metals and
many other substances obtained after scrapping are sold to different buyers.
The demolition price negotiated and finalised by ship owners with the help of
shipbrokers is derived from the demolition market.

However, it is worth

mentioning that this market does not function independently of other shipping
markets. The demolition market is linked with the other three shipping markets.

2.6 Link between the four shipping markets
There are four shipping markets, namely freight market, second hand sale and
purchase market, newbuilding market and demolition or scrapping market, each
trading in a different commodity.
• Freight market trades in sea-transport
• Second hand vessels are traded in sale and purchase market
• Newbuilding market trades new ships
•

Scrap market trades scrap ships.
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The four markets which control shipping

Source; Stopford, M. (1997, p.80)

Figure 6

These markets are linked by cash. This linkage is shown in Figure 6. The circle
in the center represents the shipping industry’s bank account and four squares
represent four shipping markets. Light shaded bars represent the cash inflow into
the shipping industry’s bank account and the black bar represents cash outflow.
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The hatched bar shows cash, which moves between ship owners but does not
affect the cash balance of the industry.
Trading of sea-transport is done in the freight market, which generates revenue
for the ship owner enabling him to engage himself in other activities. The other
source of cash flow is the demolition (scrap) market. Old and obsolete vessels at
the end of their economic life are sold for scrap and generate cash for owners. In
the sale and purchase market, transactions take place between ship owners; thus a
deal implies cash inflow for one owner and cash outflow for another and does not
affect the industry’s cash balance. In case of the newbuilding market, trading
leads to cash outflow from ship owner to ship builder.

In Figure 6, the cash

outflow is shown in opposite direction by the black bar.

2.7 Prices in the four shipping markets
At the beginning of the market cycle, which indicates increasing demand for
tonnage, freight rates rise leading to more cash inflow into ship owners account,
thus improving their financial position. This sentiment is carried forward to the
sale and purchase market, where prices are pushed up. There is a correlation
between freight rate and second-hand price. As the prices of second hand vessels
rise, owners look towards the newbuilding market for realising better value for
money. Ship owners being cash rich place orders for new tonnage and here too
prices are bid up. Prices in these two markets are also closely correlated. During
this entire stretch of upswing, ship owners trade their vessels to the maximum
and thus very few vessels are scrapped. Waves of cash flowing between the four
markets drive the shipping cycle (Stopford, 1997, p.79).
After a couple of years, substantial new tonnage is delivered and the market
sentiment reverses. Freight rates fall gradually reducing ship owners’ income at a
time, when they have to make payments for newbuildings. Owners who are not
financially well off find it difficult to operate their ships and are forced to sell
them in the second hand market. There is wide fluctuation in the prices of second
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hand vessels. This is an opportunity for many cash rich owners to buy ships at
bargain prices. As the market falls further, there are no offers for old ships for
further trading and owners are forced to sell them for scrapping.

Relationship between scrapping tonnage and scrap prices

Year
MjaTankers mum]]] Bulkers EESBCombos —Avg scrap prices

Source: WijnolstN. and Wergeland, T. (1977, p. 288)

Figure 7
Figure 7 shows the relationship between the tonnage scrapped and demolition
prices. However, it is worth noting that owners of old tonnage are not sensitive
to prevailing demolition prices.

In fact supply of scrap tonnage has a slight

bearing only on demolition prices because the demolition price is mainly
determined by the supply of total scrap steel to the steel industry. This may be
explained as follows:
According to BIMCO (2001, p. 9), the global production of total recycled steel
from 1977-2000 has been about 350 million tons per year. However, the supply
of recycled ships for the corresponding period has been only 4.60 million Idt.
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Assuming all of it to be steel, the share of steel scrap provided by recycled ships
for the corresponding period works out to 1.3% only, out of which, only a part is
used in steel manufacturing; the rest is used in the recycling industry. It may be
inferred from the above that scrap steel from ship recycling constitutes only a
small proportion of the total scrap steel supply. If supply of scrap steel to the
steel recycling industry is tight, its prices may go up but if this happens to
coincide with a firm freight market, owners would not like to scrap their ships.
But if a weak scrap market coincides with slump in the freight market, owners
would still send vessels for scrapping.

Thus the demolition price is mainly

determined by total scrap steel supply. The other factors, both in the short and
long term, which affect demolition prices, are scrapping capacity, national and
local taxes, national political priorities and competition among competing
countries. However, there is not much fluctuation in demolition prices, when
compared with second hand vessel prices. Buxton (1991, p. Ill) has reported
that in late 1980s, the price of VLCCs built in 1970s increased from $5 million to
over $30 million but the demolition price varied between $4 million and $8
million only.
Whatever may be the prices prevailing in markets, cost distribution in the
scrapping industry remains more or less the same.

2.8 Cost of scrapping a ship
A ship breaker would offer scrap price based on his estimated value of the
following:
(i) Value of realizable materials
(ii) Less delivery cost to scrap yard
(iii) Less cost of scrapping
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Table 8
Cost elements and revenue for ship scrapping in India

Cost of vessel
Customs duty
Customs duty surcharge
Additional custom duty (VAT)
Port charges
Total cost of vessel
Interest on investment
Misc. banking charges
Dismantling labour
Torch oxygen and fuel
Crane for hire
Security/supervisor
Central excise duty
Total
Sale of recovered equipment
materials
Operating profit

and

Amount per
ton of LSW
Rupees
4916
246
25
829
600
6616
300
300
500
400
50
200
150
8517
9400

metric
US$‘
109
5.5
0.6
18
13
147
7
7
11
9
1
4
3
189
209

884
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Source; Hess et al. (2001, p. 46)

There is a close balance between cost of scrapping and revenues, which is evident
from Table 8. It shows that after paying duties and incurring expenditure, a scrap
ship costs US$ 189/ Idt to a scrap dealer in India. The revenue earned is US$
209/ldt and the operating profit is US$ 20/ldt only.

Changes in values of

different variables given above can alter the narrow balance between total costs
and revenues and compel some scrap dealers to go out of business. Based on this
it may be concluded that ship-scrapping business is a marginal activity.

' conversion rate Rs.45/US$
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It may be concluded that ship owners’ decision to scrap ships does not depend on
the prevailing demolition price. It depends mainly on the following factors:
• The age of ship
• Freight market
• New regulations
• Change of trade pattern

According to the investigation, the amendment to Article 13G Annex I of
MARPOL 73/78 is not likely to result in scrapping capacity constraint. Therefore
the four leading scrapping countries will most likely continue with their leading
positions, even if 24 million gt is scrapped in 2010. The local steel industries in
these countries will easily absorb the scrapped tonnage.
Although ships contain substantial amount of steel and other valuable substances,
it is anticipated that some of the substances are hazardous for the environment and
human health.

If this is the case, what could be the consequences of ship

scrapping on the environment and human health?
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Chapter 3

The Environmental Issues of Scrapping Activity-

Ships contain several hazardous substances; some of them are toxic in nature. A
number of such substances are inherent in materials used in a ship construction and
others are generated during its operational life.

These substances are causing

extensive damage to the environment during ships’ scrapping in the south Asian
countries of India, Bangladesh and Pakistan.

This chapter discusses which these

hazardous substances are and how harmful these are for the environment and human
health.

3.1 Ship scrapping procedure
The largest scrap yard in the world is located at Alang in India. Before proceeding
further, it would be imperative to study in brief the scrapping procedure followed
there.
Breaking up a ship- Procedure at Alang, India
Ship scrapping at Alang is carried out by beaching a vessel, where a non-mechanised
method is used, as against mechanised methods used in Taiwan in the past. The nonmechanised method requires less investment, whereby cheap labour is used and the
cost of scrapping is low.
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This method consists of following three stages:
•

The first stage is called the preparatory stage, in which the owner prepares
his vessel for sending it to the scrap yard.

•

The next stage is to beach the ship after it has been approved by authorities.
A vessel is run at full steam or is towed towards a beach during very high
tide or spring tide.

During the three days after beaching, the vessel is

stripped of all those things that are not fixed and are easily removable.
•

In the third stage, the ship breaker decides the order in which various parts
are to be removed. This is done to ensure that the vessel does not break apart
or tilt.

Scrapping is carried out with gas-cutters, hammers and with bare

hands. Workers endure hard physical labour and have no protection from
toxic substances. Funnel and accommodation are removed early to reduce
load on the after part. As the ship is cut, it is pulled towards beach at every
high tide.

It is then symmetrically dismantled ensuring that load-bearing

parts are removed in the end. The parts so separated are pulled towards land
by winches. Many heavy slabs and plates are even carried to the exit of the
plot. Sometimes, plates are dropped into the water and are recovered later at
low tide.
Similar procedure is followed in Bangladesh and Pakistan.

3.2 Presence of toxic substances on ship
According to Kanthak, & Bemstorff (1999, p.7), an ocean going vessel contains at
least 95% high quality steel and the remaining five percent consists of non-ferrous
metals, paints and coatings, insulation, sealing materials, electric cabling, decorative
tiles and other such similar substances and on a cargo ship of 10000 Idt, this would
constitute about 500 tons. So far as different substances within the 5% mass of a
ship are concerned, it may be stated that these substances used in ship construction in
the 1970s contain various toxic ingredients. In fact those substances were used in
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ship construction, which fulfilled their desired function fully and no attention was
paid to their harmful effects. Ships being scrapped now were built in the late 1970s.

3.3 Ships for scrap from industrialised countries
!The industrialised OECD countries control about 7O.OO percent of world tonnage in
terms of dwt (ISL, 2002 b). The cost of scrapping ships is very high in these
countries because of strict environmental regulations and there is no market for
recycling. Thus many ships from these countries are sent for scrapping to south Asia,
where environmental standards are poor. As a consequence of tl^ above, various
potentially hazardous substances are reaching the scrap yards there.^With reference
to tanker scrapping, a list of hazardous substances reaching scrap yards is given in
Table 9, which otherwise cannot be exported from OECD countries to non-OECD
countries.
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Table 9

Hazardous substances that cannot be exported from OECD countries to
non-OECD countries.
Type of waste
Oily waste unsuitable for
intended use

Waste oils/water,
hydrocarbons/ emulsions
Wastes containing PCB
(Polychlorinated
biphenyls)
Waste from production,
formulation and use of
ink,
dyes,
pigments,
paints, lacquers, varnish
Mercury (Hg) ashes and
residues
Lead-acid batteries, whole
or crushed
Asbestos (dust and fibres)
Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFG)

Material (found in)
Oil sludge

Location
Cargo and D.B. drain tank

Heavy fuel oil
Lubrication oil
Hydraulic oil
Ballast water

Heavy fuel oil tanks
Lub. Oil tanks
in main hydraulic system
in wing tanks

PCB in capacitors
PCB in paint

Possibly all over
Possibly all over

Paint (Copper, Zinc,
Tributyl tin & Lead)

All over

Fluorescent
fittings
Batteries

light All over

Heat insulation
Refrigeration units

Battery
room
and
lifeboats
Mainly Engine room.
Storage area for food

Source: Appendix D.
Just because correct methods to dispose of various hazardous substances are not
followed in the scrap yards in south Asia, these have proved to be detrimental to both
environment and human health.

3.4 Different substances recovered from ship scrapping
Table 10 shows the various materials recovered during scrapping a ship. In respect
of most of the materials, it also shows whether they are toxic or not and their value in
terms of high or low value.

It will be observed there from that asbestos, heavy

metals, PVC, carbon dioxide, pesticides and oil products are toxic in nature.
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Table 10
Materials normally recovered during ship scrapping
Materials
Ferrous scrap
Non-ferrous

Aluminium

Toxic
Where found on a vessel
No
All over
Electrical cabling, motor
windings, pipes
No
Anodes, wheelhouse

Zinc

Anodes

No

Special bronze

Propeller

No

Copper

scrap

Asbestos
PVC
(Poly vinylchloride)
&
Liquids
chemicals

Value
Low

High

High

Yes
Thermal system insulation
Plastic products- cables, floor Yes
coverings

Low

Fuel

In tanks

Yes

Low

Lub. oil

In tanks and drums

Yes

Low

Hydraulic
liquids
Used oil

In hydraulic system

Yes

Low

In tanks

Yes

Low

Refrigerant

In tanks

No

Gas bottles

Yes

Paint, oils, cable insulation,
rubber products
Anti-corrosive paint

Yes

Anti-fouling paint

Yes

Carbon

Low

dioxide
PCB
Heavy metals
Pesticides

Lead, barium,
cadmium, zinc.
TBT

Yes

Radiation
material

level
Liquid
smoke detectors

indicators,

High

Mercury

electrical

High

Isocynates

Thermometer,
switches
Spray-painting

Wood

Mainly in accommodation

Source: Derived from DNV (2000, pp. 53-62)
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Yes
No

Low

3.5 Recyclable substances
Most of the substances released during scrapping can be recycled. It is important to
know, which these substances are.

Table 11 shows various substances and their

volume generated during the scrapping of a VLCC.

Whether or not these are

recyclable has also been estimated.

Table 11
Volume and fate of waste generated from the scrapping of a VLCC
(The degree of recycling is an estimate and has not been investigated thoroughly)
Component
Material
Amount
Recyclable
Yes/no
%
Cables
Copper
45000 kg.
Yes
90
PVC
10000 kg.
No?
Rubber insulation
20000 kg.
No?
Batteries
Lead
140 kg.
Yes
50
H2S04 (sulphuric acid)
441 kg.
Yes
50
Anodes
Zinc
40000 kg.
Yes
A1 (Almunium)
70000 kg.
Yes
Petroleum Prod.
HFO (Heavy fuel oil)
333 cu. m. if 2,5% left
Yes
Hydraulic oil
18000 1.
Yes
Lub. Oil tanks
20 cu. m. if 30% left
Yes
Oil sludge
1820 cu. m.
No
Ballast water
Not estimated
No
Fire equipment
C02 (Fixed)
15000 kg.
No
Foam (Fixed)
8700 1.
No
Powder (Mobile)
28 units
Yes
95
Insulation
Asbestos
5000-7000 kg.
No
Glava/Rockwool
Not estimated
No
Floor covering
Not estimated
No
Furniture etc.
Not estimated
Yes
-

-

-

-

-

Gaily equipment
Instruments
(Nav.
Com. Etc.)
Lighting equipment

Yes
Yes

Fluorescent light
(Hg)
Light
fittings
fluorescent light

tubes

Yes?

for

Yes?

Steel
Hull
Engines
Generators/motors
Source: IMO (1999 e, p. 9)

Yes
Yes
Yes
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3.6 Pollution caused by different substances during ship scrapping

According to Kanthak et al (1999) and Kanthak &JayaramarLl2D£)l), the samples
picked from different sites at Alang and Bombay in India have revealed that various
toxins pollute the environment and human health, which is explained in the following:

3.6.1 Pollution caused by asbestos
Asbestos causes air pollution.

It is toxic and was used in abundance in ship

construction in the 1970s. The following has been reported:
•

It is stripped with bare hands in a casual manner and is handled very
carelessly.

•

Workers carry it on their heads to dump it in the sea.

•

It is stored in the open.

•

Various items containing asbestos are sold for re-use in some industries.

Table 12 shows that various samples picked up from three ships at Alang and
Bombay were found to contain white asbestos (chrysolite), blue asbestos (crocidolite)
and brown asbestos (amosite), which makes it evident that ships being scrapped
contain asbestos. A VLCC may contain up to 7000 kg asbestos (Appendix E). Many
large tankers are scrapped in Bangladesh. The substantial amount of asbestos on
VLCCs reflects the seriousness of the problem.
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Table 12
Asbestos detected in ship materials

No.
106

Sampling location (ship)
Bombay(Kapitan Kissa)

Description of sample
Woven fibre

109

Bombay(Kapitan Kissa)
Bombay(Murray Express)
Bombay(Murray Express)
Bombay(Murray Express)
Alang(Columbus New
Zealand)
Alang(Columbus New
Zealand)
Alang(Columbus New
Zealand)
Shop, plot 286

Fluffy material
Coating on steel surface
Insulation material
Foamed material
Decorative tiling from
the interior of the ship
Blue-white insulating
layer
Thermal insulation layer
of a cable
Blue material collected
from ships
Tipped remnants of
insulating material,
attachments to fibres
Tipped remnants of
insulating material,
mixed sample from the
floor
Tipped remnants of
insulating material,
fabric and attachments

112

113
115
201
210
212

302

317a On the roadside from Alang
to Sosiya
318a

On the roadside from Alang
to Sosiya

320a

On the roadside from Alang
to Sosiya

Finding
Amosite
chrysolite
chrysolite
chrysolite
chrysolite
chrysolite
amosite
crocidolite
chrysolite
crocidolite
chrysolite

amosite

Chrysolite
amosite

Source: Kanthak et al (1999, p. 12)

In old ships, the process of asbestos dust formation is accelerated. Kanthak et al
(1999, p.l3) have stated that most fibres in the dust are thiimer than 1 micrometer
(pm) and between 5 and 100 pm long and are thus carcinogenic. Workers totally
ignorant of its harmful effects inhale it while breathing. The fibres lock into human
tissue and can move through the body. As asbestos is chemically inert, human body
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liquids cannot make it harmless by dissolving it and therefore causes several diseases,
for example lung cancer.

3.6.2 Pollution caused by anti-corrosive paint

3.6.2.1 Anti corrosive paint causes air pollution

•

It is used to prevent ships from rusting at sea.

•

It contains heavy metals like lead, zinc, nickel, chromium, cadmium and
arsenic.

•

During its lifetime, a vessel is painted so many times that at the end of its life,
it has multi layers of paint.

Table 13
Heavy metals and arsenic detected in paints
Sample

108

117

213

214

215

Date

2.10.98

2.10.98

4.10.98

4.10.98

4.10.98

Site (ship)

Bombay
(Kapitan
kissa)

Bombay
(Murray
Express)

Alang
(Columbus
New Zealand)

21, 400

6,380

34, 000

33, 300

51, 000

Cadmium

1.4

0.83

0.33

1.8

0.84

Copper

600

8.5

58

200

37,000

no.

Material
Findings
Arsenic
Lead

Alang
(Columbus
New
Zealand)
Paint
Paint 1 mm Paint
above Paint above
water
line
water line
green
mg/kg dry mg/kg dry mg/kg
dry mg/kg dry
matter
matter
matter
matter
0.88
<0.2
5.5
0.42

Source: Kanthak et al (1999, p. 15)
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Alang
(Columbus
New
Zealand)
Paint above
water line
mg/kg dry
matter
0.84

Table 13 shows the results of five samples of paint taken from three vessels at Alang
and Bombay, which reveal high concentration of lead in paints. For instance, sample
no. 215 reveals the presence of 51,000 mg/kg of dry matter. When steel is cut apart
with cutting torches, paint bums and workers are exposed to toxic lead fumes
released consequently. Paint continues to bum and toxic gases are released even
after steel is cut. Air gets polluted and workers inhale toxic gases day and night, as
they live in the proximity of scrapping sites. During cutting, sparks, that fly here and
there contain burning metal or slag droplets at a temperature of about 1200 to 1600
degrees Celsius, which can cause fires, if they fall on inflammable substances like
waste oil and give rise to formation of more toxic gases.

3.6.2.2 Anti corrosive paint pollutes the soil
Heavy metals present in the anti corrosive paint also contaminate the soil. Metallic
lead found in soil is toxic. Chromium too contaminates the soil. Soil contamination
also takes place because of nickel and chromium present in steel. Table 14 shows
the results of samples collected at Alang and Bombay. Sample no. 110 reveals the
presence of 806 mg/kg. dry matter and 776 mg/kg dry matter of lead and chromium
respectively. Kanthak et al (1999, p.l7) reports that sample no. 306, which was
collected one kilometre away from the scrapping site, also reveals presence of lead
and chromium.
Batteries too contain heavy metals such as lead, cadmium and nickel. A VLCC may
contain up to 200 kg of batteries (Appendix E). The amount of batteries indicate that
if these are not disposed of properly, heavy metals can be hazardous to human health
and the environment.
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Table 14
Heavy metals in soil at scrapping site and background levels
Sample
No.no
(Bombay)
No.306
(Alang)
No.317
(Velavadar)
Holy soil
(Palitana
temple area)

mgVkg
dry matter
mg/kg dry
matter
mg/kg dry
matter
mg/kg dry
matter

Arsenic
163

Lead
806

Zinc

888

108

112

35

<2

74

-

58

2

10

53

34

2

4

80

Chromium
776

Iron
282

Nickel
347

77

90

-

-

Copper

2112

Source: Kanthak et al (1999, p. 17)

Lead is a potent blood, nerve and kidney poison.

It can enter the human body

through ingestion, inhalation and skin absorption. Steady intake of even very small
amounts of lead can impair the blood count and damage the nervous system. It can
also cause cancer. Chromium compounds can cause eczema, chromate dust disease
of the lungs and lung cancer. Arsenic is also poisonous. It can cause paralysis as
well as skin and liver cancer.

3,6.3 Pollution caused by anti-fouling paint
Anti fouling paint has been used on ships’ under water hull since the 1960s to restrict
the growth of marine organisms such as barnacles, algae and molluscs, which reduce
the vessel speed and increased fuel consumption due to friction.
•

This paint contains organotin compoimds like Tributyl tin (TBT), which
contains highly toxic tributyl tin oxide (TBTO) and tributyl tin chloride
(TBTCl).

' mg: milligram
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1

•

TBT is a biocide, which kills living organisms. It has well defined leaching
rate; the rate at which TBT will be released in the water and kill marine
organisms.

Table 15
Organotins in seawater, Alang

Sample no.

39

19

34A

29A

600

2800

4600

12200

06.06.00

06.06.00

06.06.00

06.06.00

Distance to,the
western fringe
Date of sampling

metres

Monobutyl tin

ng‘ /I

462

330

1,220

120

Dibutyl tin

ng/1

1,440

739

5,900

59.6

Tributyl tin

ng /I

8,400

1290

10,900

74.1

Tetrabutyl tin

ng/1

<20

<20

194

<1

Triphenyl tin

ng/1

<20

<20

<1

<1

Source: Kanthak et al (2001, p. 15)

3.6.3.1 Anti-fouling paint pollutes seawater

Table 15 shows high levels of organotin compounds in some seawater samples taken
at Alang. Sample no. 34 A collected at a distance of 4600 metres from the western
fringe of the scrapping area at Alang was found to contain 10,900 ng/1 of TBT.
While cutting steel, several fragments having layers of anti-fouling paint get
scattered in the water in the inter tidal zone. As a consequence, this paint pollutes

ng- nanogram
1 nanogram= 1/1000000000 grams
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the seawater.

TBT endangers aquatic organisms.

It kills oyster larvae, causes

deformation and infertility in snails and harmful changes in fish and crabs.

3.6.3.2 Anti-fouling paint pollutes soil and sediment
The results of marine sediment samples taken at Alang are shown in Table 16, which
reveal severe contamination of sediment. Kanthak et al (2001, p.l5) has reported
that TBT concentration of 19,400 pg/kg of sample # 42 A is 10 to 100 million times
higher than the internationally recognised limit of 0.005 to 0.05 pg/kg for marine
sediment.

Table 16
Organotin compounds in marine sediment, Alang

Sample no.

Distance to
western fringe
Date of
sampling
Monobutyl tin
Dibutyl tin
Tributyl tin
Tetrabutyl tin
Triphenyl tin

Meters

Pg/kg
Pg/kg
pg/kg
pg/kg
pg/kg

24A'
Western
jfringe

20A

41A

42A

43A
Eastern
fringe

0

2800

4600

10100

12200

06.06.00

06.06.00

07.06.00

07.06.00

07.06.00

86.9
784

41.1311
2,320
31

382
1320
19,400
350
43.4

3.6
10.7
78.4

4.7,
55.1
768 ■
18.3
<1

10,100

162
<1

10.1

2.1
<1

Source: Kanthak et al (2001, p. 16)

Contact with TBT painted surfaces and walking barefoot in the inter tidal zone or
along the beach in the scrapping area causes its significant exposure. Organotins
accumulate in the human body and cause serious ailments.
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3.6.4 Pollution caused by waste
Waste unusable substances like waste oil and flame-retardants are burnt at the
scrapping site due to unavailability of reception facilities, which causes pollution of
the atmosphere and soil. According to Kanthak et al (1999, p.l9), W2iste oil is burned
on the shore to prevent the sea from being polluted. Polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs) are flame-retardants, normally found in paints, hydraulic oils, lubricants,
mbber and adhesives. They do not catch fire easily and produce smouldering fires
giving out lot of smoke, when burnt. In addition to this, various unusable organic
substances, whose residues contain-Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are not
completely burnt. More pollutants such as carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide are
also produced. PAHs can cause malignant tumours affecting lungs and skin. Toxins
like dioxins and furans can also be released, when waste is burnt. These are known
poisons and even small doses can damage the immune and reproductive systems. All
these toxins accumulate in dust and sediment and then enter the human body through
inhalation of PAH laden dust, skin contact and food chain.

3.6.5 Pollution caused by bilge and ballast water
Bilge water contains oily waste having oil and grease and other pollutants like
arsenic, copper, chromium, lead and mercury. It is pumped out at the scrapping site
and heavy metals in it cause pollution of the soil and sediment.
Ballast water pumped in by a vessel thousands of miles away at the time of starting
its journey towards the scrap yard contains numerous aquatic micro organisms.
Various micro organisms are present not only in water but also in sediment, which is
also pumped in along with the ballast water. All marine species have planktonic
stages in their life cycle, when they are so small that they pass through intake ballast
pumps. When ballast water is pumped out in the inter tidal zone in the scrapping
area, most of the species die but some grow at very high rate, if various biological
and physical parameters are compatible. Such organisms pose a threat to the survival
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of native organisms. The alien organisms may even compete with native organisms
for food, space and can seriously impair the ecosystems and adversely affect food
supply, economy, health and biodiversity.
Research by the Global Ballast Water Management Programme has shown that
India’s coastline has already been invaded by alien species through ballast water,
which are posing threat to coral reefs of the Indian islands Andaman, Nicobar and
Lakshadweep. Large colonies of a European species of shellfish called ‘ mytlopsis
saleii’ has been found at Vizag and Mumbai ports. This species is, originally, a
native of tropical and sub-tropical Atlantic waters (Aliens invade India, 2002).

3.6.6 Pollution caused by mercury
Mercury is a toxic heavy metal and a bio accumulative pollutant.

Spillage of

mercury can cause dangerous exposure, which can.affect the nervous system.

3.6.7 Pollution caused by refrigerants

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are used as refrigerants, solvents and foam blowing
agents. These are non-toxic, non-flammable. However, in the stratosphere i.e. 10
km. or more above the earth’s surface, these can be broken down by ultra violet
radiation of sun and deplete the ozone layer. As per DNV (2000, p.58), emissions of
CFCs from ships are believed to be 10 percent of global emissions. If CFCs are not
handled methodically, they can get released accidentally into the stratosphere.

3.6.8 Effect on the quality of sea water
Islam, & Hossain (1986, p.462-463) stated that ship scrapping contaminates the soil
and seawater due to burned oil spillage, grease balls, lubricants, iron rust and other
refuse materials. Excessive human and mechanical activities lead to soil losing its
binding properties.

The turbidity of seawater increases, due to which the
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concentration of dissolved oxygen decreases. This may adversely affect the growth
and abundance of marine organisms especially plankton and fish.

3.7 Effect of toxins on health of workers
It can be observed from the above explanation that toxins on a ship are responsible
for causing serious ailments to workers. However, this aspect is outside the scope of
this study.
Vessels being scrapped today contain several toxic materials. Due to poor working
standards maintained at scrapping sites in south Asia, the toxins cause severe
pollution of the environment. It has been shown that by the year 2010, about 4,000
vessels will be scrapped per year. In light of the above, it needs to be questioned,
what will be the magnitude of environmental pollution, if no steps are taken to make
ship scrapping environmentally friendly? It is pertinent to state that some solutions
ought to be found.
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Chapter 4
What are the alternative solutions?

The explanation in Chapter 3 shows, as to how different toxins in a vessel pollute the
environment, when it is scrapped in the south Asian scrapping nations.

The

environmental conditions there are a cause of concern. The author had raised a
question therein, namely “What will be the magnitude of environmental pollution, if
no steps are taken to. make ship scrapping environmentally friendly?” In this chapter,
different measures will be discussed with their pros and cons.

4.1 Law applicable to ship scrapping
Being international in nature, the shipping industry right from ship design,
construction and operation is strictly regulated by international conventions enacted
into national laws by different countries. Since the ship recycling industry is a shore
based industry, all international regulations cease to apply. Once a vessel is beached,
it is subject to national rules and regulations of the scrapping coimtry. In south Asian
scrapping countries like India, Bangladesh and Pakistan, environmental rules are lax.
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4.2 Is there any choice other than scrapping?
What can be done with ships withdrawn from service? Is there any choice other than
scrapping them?
The following may be stated:
1) Vessels may be laid up, but sooner or later, they will have to be scrapped.
2) Vessels in good condition can be used as floating offshore storage and/or
production units but this can be done only to delay scrapping.
3) Ships may be sunk at some designated area in the sea. This could cause
potential future .'environmental problems. Besides, sinking vessels will be a
sheer waste of valuable raw material.
4) Vessels may be used as temporary jetties, breakwaters, landing stages or
artificial reefs but this occurs very seldom. Further, not many vessels can be
used for this purpose.
In view of the above, it can be said' that scrapping a vessel would be the only
practical and viable solution.

4.3 Options for making ship scrapping pollution free
It is essential that some ways and means be found, which will make ship-scrapping
pollution free. Therefore, various .options must be considered.
Options for existing vessels
1) Stripping a vessel of substances of environmental concern in an approved
maimer before its arrival at the scrap yard.
2) Ensuring that ship breakers are trained to remove materials responsibly.
3) Taking necessary steps to facilitate disposal of hazardous material, which
implies to create better facilities in scrap yards.
4) Handing over inventory of hazardous substances on board to the scrap yard.
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In light of the option at (1), Basel Convention is discussed in brief as follows:
Basel Convention
The Basel Convention is an international treaty, which came into force on 5*^ May
1992. In order to get rid of the problems caused by production and transboundary
movement of wastes, the international community came up with this convention.
Movement of waste products has been mainly taking place from OECD countries,
where disposal costs are high, to developing countries, which do not possess
technology for their environmentally sound management. The convention provides a
framework for the control of transboundary movement of hazardous substances. The
parties to the Convention are obliged to ensure the following:
•

Transboundary movement of hazardous wastes should be minimum
consistent with their environmentally sound management.

•

Hazardous waste should be treated and disposed of as close as possible to
their source of generation.

•

Its generation should be minimised.

Some of the waste substances found on vessels are covered under the Convention but
the Convention was not drafted with ship scrapping in mind. Greenpeace has been
propagating that every ship exported for scrapping from an OECD country party to
the Convention, is a hazardous waste and should be fully decontaminated before
going to the scrap yard. The application of the Convention to scrapping of ships is
presently a subject matter of discussion at United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP). If its application to scrapping of ships is eventually agreed, ships for scrap
from member countries will come under its ambit, which will have to be fully
decontaminated before entering the scrap yard.
It may be argued here that many ship owners from the countries party to the
Convention might re-flag their old ships by registering them with one of the flag of
convenience countries (FOC) such as Cayman Islands, Cook Islands that have not yet
become party to the convention and succeed in circumventing its provisions
(“Secretariat of’, 2002).
definitely be taken.

If this happens, some steps to counter this move will

International pressure might build up on such countries to
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accede to the Convention or some steps would be taken to adversely affect the
business of such ships. Sooner or later, FOC countries may accede to the treaty to
remain in business.

4.4 Proposals under discussion
With reference to the above-mentioned options, various proposals have been
discussed as follows:

4.4.1 Role of different stakeholders

Since ship recycling is a ship-shore interface issue, it has been generally agreed by
member states that the IMO can formulate measures on, how to prepare ships for
recycling. Different stakeholders involved in the life cycle of a ship such as ship
builders and repairers, classification societies, flag states, port states, maritime
regulatory authorities, charterers and shippers, environmental interests, international,
regional and national authorities besides ship breakers should be prepared to accept
responsibility.

4.4.2 Inventory dossier
Ships can have an inventory dossier on board having a list of hazardous substances
along with their location and quantities. It may also contain various requirements
associated with removal of these substances. The dossier should be available for
inspection any time. It should be handed over to scrap yards before scrapping and
scrap yards can then plan and prepare for environmentally friendly scrapping of ships.
After demolition, a report may be submitted to the respective administration for
exercising future control.
It may be argued that who will certify the list of potentially hazardous materials on a
vessel? Who will check and certify, what materials such as paints and coatings were
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used, when repairs were carried out during a vessel’s service life? During the last
few years of a vessel’s life, a lot of patchwork repairs are carried out.
The following may be stated:
•

The system will work only, if it becomes mandatory.

•

Survey and certification requirements can be defined. Procedures can be laid
down.

•

Services of classification societies will, no doubt, come at a cost with no
additional income to owners but since it is the ships, which contain hazardous
material, owners will have to bear this. It must be ensured that only reputed
classification societies are assigned the job.

•

Massive investment will be required to set up modem scrapping facilities.

•

The burden of removing all hazardous material in an approved manner will
fall on scrap yards, for which, they will have to bear the additional cost. But
the author explained in chapter 2 that ship scrapping is a marginal activity. If
the burden of cost falls on scrapping industry, the interplay of market forces
will give rise to a new demolition price. This may be illustrated as follows:

The following elements of cost directly linked with the scrapping of ship in
India have been extracted from Table 8:

Dismantling labour

US$11.00/Idt

Torch oxygen and fuel

USS 9.00/Idt

Crane for hire

US$ 1.00/Idt

Total

USS 21.00/Idt
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The direct cost can be computed under the following two contrasted scenarios
to evaluate the risk:

Scenario 1
With the modernisation of facilities, it may be assumed that the direct cost is
doubled i.e. 21x2- US$ 42.00/ Idt
The other elements of cost shown in Table 8 i.e. customs duty, port charges,
interest, banking charges, security/supervisor and central excise duty are not
directly proportional to the cost of scrapping. Thus it may be assumed that
these charges remain constant.
The total of all these cost elements, as per figure is= US$59.00/ Idt
Thus total new cost of scrapping- 42.00 + 59.00 = US$101.00/ Idt
Total old cost of scrapping- US$80.00/ Idt
Increase in cost of scrapping - US$ 101- US$ 80- US$ 21.00/ Idt
The cost of vessel is US$ 109.00/ldt (Table 8)
Thus new theoretical value of vessel - 109-21- US$ 88.00/ldt

Scenario 2
If the direct cost of scrapping is tripled i.e. US$ 21x3- US$ 63.00/ Idt, the
new theoretical value of vessel will work out to US$ 67.00/ldt.
In view of the above, it can be stated that because of the availability of cheap
labour in the major scrapping countries, vessels are likely to command
substantial value, despite increase in scrapping costs due to modernisation of
scrap yards. In view of the above explanation, vessel owners are likely to
continue sending their vessels for scrapping.
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4.4.3 Minimum environmental standards for ships
Just as a vessel has to fulfil certain minimum requirements, when owners desire to
put it in service after construction or to keep it in operation, for which one applies to
one’s flag administration for issuance of several certificates, minimum acceptable
environmental standards can be defined for ships to enter scrap yards i.e. which all
substances, cargo residues or waste and quantities thereof are acceptable at the time
of a vessel entering the scrap yard. Owners will have to progressively make their
vessels free of potentially hazardous material by replacing them with safer material
during their operating life in accordance with a phase out programme. This may be
done whenever vessel is in dry dock for repairs or periodical dry-docking. They can
apply for a ‘decommissioning certificate’ to their flag state, once minimum
environmental standards have been met. The administration in the country of the
scrap yard must ensure that only those ships having aforesaid certificate are accepted
by the scrap yards and should take steps to enforce requirements to be met by the
scrap yards. IMO should also be notified when a decommissioning certificate is
issued and when a vessel is decommissioned.
The following may be stated:
•

The extent of removal of hazardous material in the scrap yard and
consequently the time and cost will be relatively less in comparison with the
first proposal but removal will require to be handled in an approved manner.

•

Minimum environmental standards for ships will ensure a level playing field
for all scrap yards.

•

Setting up required infrastructure would involve lesser investment vis-a-vis
the investment in first proposal.

•

Alternative less hazardous or non-hazardous substances will be required to be
identified and then detailed replacement/phase out programme can be chalked
out by IMO.
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o

The expenses will be borne by those, who are the owners at the time of
replacement of material.

In other words, this responsibility will be

collectively borne by all owners of a vessel during its useful life.
•

This measure will also necessitate formulating minimum standards for dry
docks/repair yards in different parts of the world to ensure replacement of
material in an approved manner.

The following difficulties may be encountered in its implementation:
1. Different materials/fixtures are installed in ships during construction using modem
technology. For example asbestos is used in the engine room in large quantity. It is
also found in the accommodation. Replacement of several hazardous substances
during the operating life of vessels may involve dismantling of other material,
fixtures and equipment too and all this will involve substantial costs.
2. Flag of convenience countries, where norms are lenient in order to increase the
number of ships registered with them may not enforce this requirement on their
vessels in the right earnest.
3. Additionally, environmental standards will be required to be finalised for the
repair yards and their performance will have to be monitored. Since performance
evaluation is subjective, arguments and counter arguments may come up. All this
may require the services of a number of people in IMO and flag states and give rise
to administrative costs.
4. Replacement of material will have to be monitored by conducting surveys. It may
be difficult to keep a check on all ships.
Though this proposal has some advantages, its implementation seems difficult.

4.4.4 Ship recycling register

As a supplement to the above-mentioned proposals, a ship recycling register may be
maintained by all flag states. All ships to be recycled must be reported to the flag
administration and details such as particulars of ship, when and how it will be
recycled and where it will be recycled may be entered in the register. It may be
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argued that ensuring that all ships to be recycled are entered in the register in FOC
countries would be difficult for the reason given in the above proposal.

4.4.5 Self-regulating measures
Another view is that there is no need for legally binding measures for ship recycling
at this stage; instead there is a need for self-regulating initiatives by shipping and the
ship recycling industry.

As a self-regulating measure, recycling countries can

introduce environmental guidelines and set national standards.
Example:
The Indian government, following a number of accidents, have taken the first step of
mitigating pollution by introducing environmental legislation for the recycling
industry.

Among other things, it says that old vessels containing PCB with a

concentration level of 50 mg/kg., waste asbestos, lead and lead compounds are
classified as hazardous materials (IMO 2001 f, p.2). A vessel should be allowed for
breaking only, if competent authority has certified it jfree of the above substances.
This shows India’s concern about import of ships containing toxins. However,
according to Greenpeace Australia (1999?), the provisions are being ignored by the
scrap industry. It is apparent that they fear losing business to competing countries, if
they comply with legal provisions.
The legislation also states that tankers imported by the scrap yards should be gas-ffee
for both entry of workers and carrying out hot work. Since this is not mandatory in
the competing countries Bangladesh and Pakistan, the above-mentioned condition
has led to India losing substantial tanker scrap tonnage to them because tanker
owners get higher returns in those countries. Since the ultimate aim of a ship owner
in scrapping his ship is to get back a part of his investment made in the vessel, he
prefers to have his vessel scrapped in the yard where the highest price is offered. So,
the environmental problem has not been resolved; it has partly shifted from one
country to another.
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The author spoke with the president of Iron, Steel and Ship Breakers Association of
India (ISSAI) on the 16* August 2002, who informed that in view of the above, ship
breakers in India are, under compulsion, once again accepting tankers without
insisting on gas-ffee certificate, in order to regain lost business.
The above explanation clarifies that implementation of legislative measures
introduced by only one of the scrapping countries will be difficult.

4.4.6 Industry code of practice on ship recycling
A shipping industry group comprising seven owners’ associations led by the
International Chamber of Shipping has also realised that ship owners too are
stakeholders in the recycling process and are responsible for the environmental
pollution to some extent. Perhaps they pre-empted something mandatory in future
and took the initiative of launching ‘Industry Code of Practice on Ship Recycling’ in
the year 2001. It is recommendatory in nature. It urges vessel owners to consider
taking some basic steps such as the following:
a) To identify and keep a record of potentially hazardous substances on vessel.
b) To ensure that vessel reaches scrap yard with minimum quantity of different
oils and chemicals consistent with vessels’ safe operation.
c) To deliver vessel to scrap yard with tanks in gas-free condition certified for
hot work and man entry.
d) To hand over inventory of potentially hazardous substances to the scrap yard
prepared in the last voyage and for this purpose, the Code contains a pro
forma inventory of hazardous materials.
It also suggests some steps about selection of the scrap yard on the basis of
standards maintained by it. In the meantime, the standard contract for the sale of
ships for demolition and recycling ‘DEMOLISHCON’ has been revised by
incorporating that both sellers and buyers shall endeavour to comply with the
provisions of the Code. Parkinson said that oil majors claim they are following the
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Code but it is not known, whether ship owners are following it (Lillestolen, 2002, p.
18).
The following may be stated:
What is the incentive available to owners to follow it? There is no incentive; in fact
compliance with the Code would involve costs. Since the Code is not mandatory,
owners may not like to adhere to it; in fact, they may not even comply with any other
set of recommendatory guidelines to save the costs involved.

This holds good

particularly for sub-standard vessels, in which shipboard and shore based
management are below the international rules and standards. This may be elucidated
further as under:
Vessel operating cost ‘levels’ and financial advantages
(Period of reference: end 1994)
US$/Day
7500

4500

Ceiling (a)

________ Good practice (b)

3750

3250

Common practice (c)

________ Standard (d')

XXXXXXXXX (f) xxxxxxxxxxx
2750

Floor (e)

Source: OECD (1996, p.lO)

Figure 8

Following is the description of the Figure 8:
a) Ceiling= level of maximum expenditure (influenced by financial revenue
earning potential of the vessel in the freight market and financial costs of
owner)
b) Good practice= high level of expenditure adopted by minority of ship owners.
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#

c) Common practice= average level of expenditure adopted by majority of ship
owners.
d) Standard practice= minimum level of expenditure to ensure owner’s compliance
with basic standards of safety
e) Floor= minimum level of expenditure (still keeping the vessel operational).
f) Shaded area (XXXX) = margin of sub-standard operation within which the ship
owner is able to operate a vessel subject to non-detection by regulatory authorities
(flag states and classification societies acting on behalf of flag states, port states, etc.).

OECD (1996, pp.10-11) shows that some owners manage to obtain competitive
advantages due to non-observance of applicable international rules and standards. It
shows that despite frequent and rigorous standards, owners have the scope to avoid
compliance with international rules and they can decide operating standards for their
vessels depending on type of vessels, their flag, and how and where they are
en
In Figure 8, different theoretical operating levels with expenses per day for a 20 year
old, 30,000 dwt bulk carrier, which operates in handy size time charter market with
crew of same nationality, are shown.

It can be observed that the theoretical

operational cost corresponding to standard practice (d) is $3250/ and for the floor
level (e), it is $2750/. The floor level cost corresponds to the minimum expenditure
for keeping the ve.ssel operational. However, there exists an area at (f) between the
standard level and floor level, within which an owner can operate sub-standard
vessels subject to non-detection by port and flag states and the margin of sub
standard operation equates to maximum $500/day or $ 182500/year.

The report

further says that this represents 13 percent of the annual running cost for this type of
vessel at the common level of operation. Even if the deficiencies are sometimes
detected, the expenditure involved would be much less and owners would end up
saving substantial amounts.
This shows that owners of sub-standard vessels may not incur costs for complying
with the Code or some other recommendatory guidelines.
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4.4.7 Ship recycling fund
Development and implementation of guidelines for scrap yards and consequent
improvement of conditions therein are likely to have their effect in the form of rise in
costs of scrapping. Higher costs are likely to influence the scrap value of ships. It
has been proposed to establish a ship-recycling fund. Since it is ships, which carry
hazardous materials, ship owners should contribute to this fund to get their ships
scrapped in an eco-friendly manner. The contribution could be in the form of:

•

Registration contribution- owners to contribute, when they get ships
registered with the flag state. This would imply contribution once every year,
when the registration fee is paid. The onus of contribution would be on all
the owners during a vessel’s life. Owners, who utilise a vessel for the longest
time, would pay maximum contributions. Unless the contribution is made,
ship’s registration may not be renewed.

•

Recycling fee- to be paid, as a certain percentage of the insurance premium.
This would imply that the recycling fee would be charged, as and when the
vessel pays the hull and machinery insurance premium. Insurance companies
are private commercial entities and are solely concerned with covering risks
due to perils at sea. They may not be keen to enforce such a requirement. It
would be difficult to implement this requirement through insurance
companies.

•

Freight tax- to be paid by owners, when calling at ports. A ship may not get
port clearance, unless freight tax is paid.

In this case, there would be

multiplicity of authorities collecting tax, as a vessel calls at many ports during
its service life.

Monitoring the funds collected may be difficult by the

centralised authority like IMO.
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•

Recycling fee- to be paid at the time of building new ships. This would be a
one-time payment by the first owner of a vessel. Some owners might resist
this payment.

Since registration of ships is dealt with by flag administration, contribution towards
the fund at the time of paying registration fee appears to be the best method.
Out of the recycling fund so collected, money may be allocated to either only those
scrap yards that are found to comply with minimum standards or to their respective
governments.

Their respective governments may assume the responsibility of

allocating funds to scrap yards. Despite the fact that the cost of scrapping will
increase with rise in environmental standards, the cost in real terms will remain
imchanged because scrap dealers will be compensated suitably and consequently the
demolition market will not get disturbed.

It is however, worth noting that ship

owners in order to recover their contribution will most likely pass it on to shippers or
charterers in the form of a surcharge. For example owners of container vessels levy
surcharges like currency adjustment factor, bunker adjustment factor or port
congestion charges. MO could act as the centralised authority for monitoring the
collection of fund as well as disbursing money. The concept of recycling fimd is in
line with ‘polluter to pay’ principle. To elucidate this point further, the German
Environment Ministry’s regulation in respect of end-of-life vehicles may be cited
here as an example.
It states that the last owner of an end-of-life vehicle is not required to pay for the cost
of recycling and recovery, when the vehicle is brought back to the manufacturer or a
recycling facility specifically licensed for recycling automobiles.

Instead, the

manufacturer will bear the costs. However, this regulation levies a special tax on
each owner of vehicle during its useful life. If an owner sells a vehicle, one must
obtain a certificate, which specifies the name of the new owner, so that the selling
owner does not pay tax after selling the vehicle (Intemational Environment Network,
1997).
It can be observed from the above that although the manufacturer is liable for vehicle
recycling, owners pay for it indirectly in the form of tax.
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Scrapping of ships is, however, different from scrapping of cars, in the sense that
cars are scrapped in the country, where they are registered and collection and
allocation of funds and coordination among authorities can be monitored relatively
easily. Ships owned by different owners are scrapped mainly in south Asia today.
Despite the advantages of recycling fund, the following difficulties are likely to be
faced;
1. There are many other developing countries in the world with high rate of
unemployment. They may interpret the compensation of high cost of scrapping, as
subsidisation of cost of scrapping.

Ship scrapping may appear to them as an

opportunity for getting scrap steel from ships for their steel recycling industry and
providing employment to the unemployed. Thus they may decide to set up scrapping
industry in their countries and likewise approach IMO for allocation of funds. With
the passage of time, a number of countries may queue at IMO for funds.
2. It may be difficult for IMO to monitor receipt of funds from so many flag states.
A large administrative department may be required to be set up for this purpose.
3. FOC countries may not cooperate with IMO and it would be difficult to ensure
receipt of funds from them.
The difficulties encountered in the administration of fund might outweigh the
potential benefits. The implementation of recycling fund seems difficult.

4.4.8 Discounting the cost of waste removal
Greenpeace has voiced the establishment of an eco-dismantling fund similar to
recycling fund. The funds can be raised quickly by discounting the cost of waste
removal. According to the Bangladesh Ship Breakers Association, collection of two
cents (U.S.) per ton over the cargo carried by a VLCC during its economic life will
generate over U.S. dollars 600,000 before it is sent for scrapping (Haijono, 2002).
IMO (2001a, p.55) states that the ISSAI has suggested that a system of collecting a
fee of maximum US$ 5/- per Idt from the owners of a ship sold for scrapping and
raising a fund should be created for improving the services of the scrap yard.
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Wijnolst says that this practice is in vogue in China, where owners accept discount
for their scrap ship. However he cautions that this route can only work “if a strong
international industry and governmental supervision takes place because most shipbreakers will be tempted to put the discount into their own pocket” (Lobo, 2000).
The funds received by scrap dealers might not be used scrupulously. It might be
difficult for the authorities to keep a strict check on this.

4.4.9 Greenpeace’s demand
Greenpeace has been demanding that all hazardous substances be removed before a
vessel is sent for scrapping.

Some of the hazardous substances e.g. fuel and

chemicals are needed for the ship’s operation. If a vessel is stripped of all such
substances, it will have to be towed to the scrap yard, which is risky. Moreover,
hazardous substances will have to be removed in an approved manner. The
technology is available in developed countries. However their removal will prove
very costly. The net return to owners for scrapping their ships may be reduced to a
very small amount or nothing at all. Thus removal of all substances may not be
economically viable and this proposal may prove to be an incentive for owners to
continue trading their ships. No payment was made to the owner of a commercial
tanker, which was recently scrapped in the U.S.A., partly because of higher costs of
recycling, because of stringent environmental rules (“Breaking up”, 2002, p.l8).
Peijs said that owners could even consider sinking their vessels, if the high cost of
scrapping gives them poor returns (“Loads of’, 2001, p.l6).
According to IMO (2002 b, pp. B15-16), there is a relationship between the age of
ships and incidences of loss of ships. The threshold age at which accidents occur
may differ from one type of ship to another.
Table 17 shows that from 1991-2000, 134 bulk carriers were lost, of which 119
vessels lost were 15 years old or more. Only 15 ships under 15 years of age were
lost. It can also be observed that maximum vessels lost were in the age group of 2024 years.
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MO (2002 b, p. B15) also says that there is also a relationship between vessel flag
and loss of ships. Cyprus, Malta and St. Vincent are a few of the flag states, which
have adverse safety record. These three states together lost 52 bulk carriers from
1991 to 2000.

Table 17
Bulk carrier total losses by vessel age
(1991-2000)
(Excluding ships below 10,000 dwt and combined carriers)
Age (years)

No. of ships*

% of losses

Fleet share

0-4

4

3.0

(19.0)"

5-9

4

3.0

(15.9)

10-14

7

5.2

(8.9)

15-19

33

24.6

(25.2)

20-24

62

46.3

(18.7)

>=25

24

17.9

(12.4)

Total

134

100.0

(100.0)

Source: IMO (2002 b, pp. B-15-16)

In view of this, older tonnage at end of its economic life must be replaced with
modem tonnage, which is able to comply with new mles and regulations. Thus it can
be said that Greenpeace’s demand is not tenable.
should not be costly for owners.

' Includes actual total losses and Constructive total losses
^ Figures in brackets denote age as % of fleet numbers, mid-2001
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The measure finally adopted

Higher environmental standards vis-a-vis scrapping on beach can be achieved. The
author communicated with Mr. B. Arguto of United States Environmental Protection
Agency on 19 August 2002, who informed the following about scrapping of military
ships in U.S.A.:
•

Major equipment such as exterior fittings are removed, when the vessel is
afloat at the ‘slip’. Slips are made on land in shipping channels. As long as
vessel is afloat, booms are placed around it to contain accidental spillage of
liquid wastes.

•

Then vessel is dry-docked and dismantled. Flammable hard paint is removed
by grit blasting generally and thereafter paint waste is collected.

•

Strict environmental regulations for asbestos removal, oil removal and other
waste collection are observed (EPA, 2000, p. A-4).

These advantages carmot be achieved on beach. Also, metal pieces with layers of
paint cannot be prevented from falling in water. In China too, where most of the
scrapping is carried alongside the berths in rivers, heavy metals present in paints are
polluting the sediment. It is more than clear that steel pieces coated with paint or
paint waste fall into water.

While scrapping alongside berth, even if paint is

removed from steel plates, it is bound to fall into water and cause pollution. Thus it
may be stated that high environmental standards achieved in graving (dry) dock
cannot be achieved on both beach or at berth.
In India, a modem ship scrapping facility was opened at the port of ‘Pipavav’ in
2001 with capacity of 3 million dwt per annum, where scrapping can be carried out
in sheltered docks. This facility has booms for placing around ships. According to
Nagarsheth (ISSAI), US$60 million have been invested here, as against investment
of only US$0.40 million at Alang. Its cost stracture is totally different. It cannot
offer the demolition value offered by Alang. So far, no owners have sent their ship
for scrapping at Pipavav because they get higher return at Alang. It is unlikely to get
any business, unless scrapping guidelines compel owners to send their ships there.
Based on the tonnage scrapped in India, Bangladesh and Pakistan in 2000, details of
which are given in Table 2, and assuming same cost levels in Bangladesh and
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Pakistan, as in India, the investment required to build modem facility will be as
under:
India

Output 2000

Investment

9.85 million dwt

US$200 million

Bangladesh 4.05 million dwt

US$80.0 million

Pakistan

US$40.0 million

1.99 million dwt

This shows that substantial investment will have to be made for building modem
docks for scrapping.
4.4.12 Joint legislation by major scrapping countries
The major scrapping countries should sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
on the minimum standards of ship scrapping to be maintained in the scrap yards in
their countries and introduce a joint legislation.

This will ensure higher

environmental standards and a level playing field in their scrap yards leading to fair
competition among themselves.
Alternatively, International Labour Organisation (ILO) and UNEP may finalise
environmental standards for scrap yards and ensure their compliance by all scrapping
countries.
4.4.13 Standards for scrap yards
For improving conditions in scrap yards, international standards relating to training
and safety of workers, environmental protection, a system of certification of scrap
yards, safety requirements, monitoring of the environment and contingency plan
could be considered.

Transfer of know-how is another thing to be considered.

However, discussion on such measures is outside the scope of this study.
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4.5 What can be done with ships to be built in future?
We can have ‘green ships’ in future.
In an article by Richardsen (2002), Mr. O’Neil Secretary General, IMO has been
reported as saying the following:
A ship’s death should be prepared for even before its birth. The ship’s design and
construction must take into account how dismantling and recycling can be
carried out. During the ship’s operational phase... they must also have a
long-term perspective that includes the recycling process.
The following needs to be considered with regard to green ships:
•

Ship-builders should realise that vessels, they construct, will be scrapped at
the end of their economic life and thus should consider the demolition stage
of the life cycle of a vessel at the design stage itself

•

At every stage of designing, the environmental aspect of a vessel must be
considered by ship designers. Therefore, it will be essential that alternatives
to as many potentially hazardous substances as possible be found and used in
ship construction.

•

An inventory of different materials used as well as a decommissioning plan
should be prepared by the ship builder and handed over- to the owners along
with other documents.

The decommissioning plan should clearly depict

location and quantities of all materials used in the vessel as well as
instructions regarding their easy removal at the time of scrapping. The plan
must show the order in which different parts of a ship are to be cut. Its
availability on board vessels may be made mandatory, just like general
arrangement plan and capacity plan. Such a vessel should be issued a ‘green
certificate’ along with other mandatory certificates, before it is launched for
operation. The last owners of vessels should hand over the decommissioning
plan to approved scrap yards for recycling.
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•

During its operation, owners must ensure that repairs are carried out by using
approved material and that the standard of repairs matches the standards
maintained in ship yards in order to retain vessels’ ‘green’ status.

•

Minimum environmental standards for repair yards will also have to be
decided, as for scrap yards.

•

A code of safe practice for ship owners on how to safely deliver vessels to
scrap yards can be developed.

•

It is possible that green vessels may require more investment by owners.
Therefore, with a view to encouraging owners to acquire green ships, some
incentives to them will be necessary and for this, different stakeholders in the
life cycle of ship will have to change their mindset.

•

Insurance companies, while covering risks to vessels due to perils at sea, can
decide to charge lower insurance premiums from green ships.

•

Charterers/shippers too should be prepared to pay extra to such owners. In
fact well-known charterers like ‘Kemira’ of Sweden, already have the policy
of preferring those ships, which give due importance to the environment.

•

Similarly, port authorities may decide to charge lower port charges to such

ships.
•

The scrapping cost of these ships will be lower than other ships and will
command higher demolition value. These ships are likely to command higher
value in the second-hand market too.

•

All this will give impetus to many other ship owners to build green ships.

The above discussion on various proposals can lead the author to suggest the most
suitable proposal regarding ship scrapping in south Asia.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Recommendations

5.1 Conclusion
After analysing the structure of the ship scrapping industry, some fimdamental
mechanisms and trends have been observed, which appear to be sustainable in future.
These are mentioned as follows:

a) As far as economic aspects are concerned, the analysis has shown the following:

1) The ship scrapping industry can be sustained in developing countries only, where
cheap labour is available'.
2) Supply of ships will steadily increase, as it did in the past because the ships in the
ever increasing world fleet will be scrapped at the end of their economic life cycle.
3) The main factors that affect the decision to scrap ships are the evolution of the
three shipping markets, namely the freight market, the second hand market and the
newbuilding market.
4) The new regulations may accelerate or delay the decision to scrap ships but the
price in the demolition market is not a decisive factor for owners.
5) The ship scrapping industry depends essentially on the steel market and
demolition prices are independent of the shipping markets. The non-occurrence of
coinciding cycles of shipping markets and the scrapping market creates difficulties
for this industry and results in low profit margin. This implies that any increase in
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scrapping costs may force scrap dealers to go out of the market and thus the industry
caimot be expected to make investments.
b) As far as the environmental aspects are concerned, the analysis has shown the
following:
1) Different toxic and dangerous materials are used in ship construction; some are
generated in the course of operation.
2) These materials are dangerous for human health. They pollute air, soil, and
seawater. They can impair the ecosystem and adversely affect the food chain and
economy.
3) The environmental conditions at the scrapping sites in south Asia are a cause of
concern.
c) The characteristics of the scrapping industry, thus pose a tough challenge. Profit
margin of scrap dealers is too low to make any investments for improving
environmental standards. Scrap dealers, who attempt to make an investment would
take the risk to be pushed out of the market, unless they receive any assistance from
their government or an international organisation.

5.2 Recommendations
It can be seen from Chapter 4 that ten proposals for resolving the pollution problem
caused by ship scrapping have been discussed and analysed. Although most of the
proposals

have

several

advantages,

their implementation seems

difficult.

Replacement of hazardous material during ships’ operating life may be expensive for
the vessel owners. Additionally, its implementation may be difficult. Self-regulating
measures by India have lead to the transfer of the problem to another country and
thus such a measure will not solve the problem. The Code of Practice for Ship
Recycling, which is recommendatory, is not being implemented by the owners to
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avoid incurring expenditure. Although the ship-recycling fund follows the ‘polluter
to pay principle’, its implementation is difficult and will have consequential
problems.

The proposal of discounting the cost of waste removal may not be

effective and removal of all hazardous substances before entering scrap yard is not
only impractical but also costly.
It will be necessary to introduce only inexpensive and practical measures. Since the
preparation and implementation of mandatory measures by IMO is likely to take
considerable time, the following is recommended for implementation in two phases
i.e. short run and long run:

Mandatory action required to be taken in the short run
1) Before breaking, vessels owners should ensure that their vessels are gas free for
carrying out hot work and man entry.

This should be certified by the flag

administration of the scrapping country.
2) Vessels should have an inventory dossier containing a list of all potentially
hazardous substances. It should be updated, whenever a vessel undergoes repairs. It
should be handed over to the scrap yard before scrapping. A scrapping plan can be
prepared by the scrap yard in consultation with ship staff.

This will facilitate

removal of hazardous substances.

Mandatory action required to be taken in the long run
1) The major scrapping countries / should agree to sign a MOU regarding high
environmental standards to be maintained in the scrap yards in their countries, which
should be followed by a joint legislation.
Alternatively, environmental standards for scrap yards may be finalised and
implemented by ILO and UNEP. These standards should become mandatory
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for all scrap yards, which should be certified under statute by the flag states.
2) Whether the vessels are to be scrapped alongside berths, when afloat or in graving
docks will depend on the environmental standards yet to be finalised for scrap yards.
In case the desired standards cannot be achieved by scrapping vessels alongside
berths, they may be scrapped in graving docks. Modem scrap yards will achieve
high productivity due to less time taken for scrapping ships, while conforming to
tighter standards. Thus the scrap yards will have more scrapping capacity than is
available today.
3) In order to meet the high cost of constmction of berths or graving docks, the
scrapping countries could consider joint ventures with cash rich shipping companies
that can be given assurance that ships will be scrapped in accordance with the highest
standards.
In the opinion of the author, the recommendations made are realistic and inexpensive.
The requirement of maintaining an inventory dossier, which may be fulfilled by
availing the services of classification society and making the tanks gas free are the
basic and practical steps, which would involve much less costs than those of other
proposals. In the long run, the construction of berths or graving yards gradually for
scrapping under joint ventures can be planned.
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APPENDIX A

Total ship demolition by country

India

China

1990

1.89

0.02

0.39

0.05

0.28

2.63

1991

1.30

0.71

0.77

1.33

1.00

5.11

1992

3.62

7.09

2.52

2.21

1.35

16.79

■1993

3.32

9.51

2.61

2.00

2.58

20.02

1994

6.02

3.10

3.93

5.59

4.00

22.64

1995

5.92

0.82

4.83

3.25

0.85

15.67

1996

8.45

0.16

4.95

4.21

0.63

18.40

1997

7.97

0.07

4.18

1.78

1.72

15.72

1998

9.81

0.94

5.90

4.53

2.74

23.92

1999

11.58

4.42

8.68

4.77

1.56

31.01

2000

9.85

4.70

4.05

1.99

0.45

21.04

Year

Bangladesh Pakistan

Other

Notel: Figures in million dwt.
Note2: Includes ships of less than 10,000 dwt.
Note3: 'Other' includes ships scrapped in OECD member states.
Source: IMO (2002 b, p. A17)
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Total

APPENDIX B

Types and amounts of materials recovered by Alang ship recycling
(In percentage of lightship weight tonnage)

2-5
2-3
3
5
2-3
3

Non
ferrous
metals
1
1
1
1-2
1-2
1

Machinery Wood
and
Misc.
5
4-8
1-5
2-5
5
3-5
5-7
10-15
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-6

2-6
3-4
3-8

1-2
1
1-2

4-6
5
2-10

Type of Vessel

Reroll
plate

Melting
scrap

Cast
iron

Genl. cargo'
Blk. carrier
Ore carrier
Passenger
Oil tanker
Ore bulk oil
carrier
Naval ship
Container ship
Fishing/trawler
or factory

56-70
61-71
62-69
44-58
72-81
66-75

10
8-10
10
10
5-7
8-10

53-67
63-67
47-67

10
10
10

Source: Hess et al. (2001, p. 45)
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1-2
5
5

Weight
lost
9-15
10-16
10-16
11-17
10-12
10-13
15-22
10-13
12-18

Appendix C

Development by ship type 1989-2000
Year Tankers

Blk.Carriers

1000

Container

Genl.Cargo

ships

ships

1000

1000

ofwhich

•

Single deck Multi deck
1000

1000

Passenger

Total

ships

1000

1000

1000

No.

dwt

No.

dwt

No.

dwt

No.

No.

dwt

No.

dwt

No.

dwt

1989

99

3768

33

1012

9

121

491

136

932

29

79

512

6588

1990

64

1199

43

2122

4

37

342 1609 136
351 1909 139

477

149 1202

17

38

479

5305

1991

71

3488

69

28

284 1842

95

274

141

19

42

445

8389

322 2513 107
290 2230 104

432

178 1884

12

31

603

19774

567

13

31

547

19258

dwt

No.

dwt

2989

2

1992 155 10718 106

6415

8

98

1993 157 12110

78

4734

9

153

1994 151 14267- 116
1995 117 9997 68

7740

4

51

317 2529

85

368

118 1128
159 1673

15

32

603

24619

3892

8

177

79

354

140 1309

18

32

491

16175

1345

1996 120

7878

164 10205

20

403

280 2077
314 2485

46

243

85

959

22

73

640

21043

1997 107

3729

156

7332

22

426

367 3436

93

403

237 2757

23

63

675

14986

1998 108

6019

276 13845

59

800

235 2556

20

63

883

25202

1999 129 14028 224 10631

46

688

185 2065

12

22

764

28825

2000 178 16237 133 5272
Note: Ships of 300 gt and over

11

1598 420 3676 134
892 353 3252 107
206 370 3396 102

526

199 2299

17

39

709

25150

Source: ISL (2002 a, p.45)
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APPENDIX D

Hazardous substances that cannot be exported from OECD countries to NonOECD countries
Code
AC30

Type of waste
Oily waste unsuitable
for
their
originally
intended use

Material (found in)
Oil sludge

Location
Cargo
and
D.B.
drain
tank

Heavy fuel oil
Lubrication oil

H.F.O. tank
Lub.
Oil
tanks
3
main
hydraulic
system
Normally in
wing tanks
no. 4, but
additional 3
pairs of wing
tanks can
Possibly all

Hydraulic oil

AC060

AC060

Waste
oils/water,
hydrocarbons/water
mixtures, emulsions

Ballast water

RAOlO

Waste, substances and
articles
containing
Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB)

PCB in light fitting
capacitors, PCB in
paint

AD070

AAIOO
AA170
RBOlO

AC150

Paint (Cu, Zn, TBT
&Pb)

Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC)

Refrigeration units

Fluorescent
fittings
Batteries

light

Heat insulation

Source: IMO (1999 f, p. 8)
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18000 1.

Not estimated

Max. 14 gm. PCB

over
Possibly

Waste from production,
formulation and use of
ink, dyes, pigments,
paints, lacquers, varnish
Mercury (Hg) ashes
and residues
Lead-acid
batteries,
whole or crushed
Asbestos (dust and
fibres)

Amount
ISOOcu. m. in cargo
tanks assuming a 15 cm.
Layer at bottom of tanks,
while drain tank can hold
up to 20 cu.m.
333 cu. m. if 2.5% left
20 cu.m, if 30% left

all

over
All oyer

Not estimated

All over

Max. 15 gm. Hg.

Battery room
and lifeboats
Engine

Pb 140 kg.
H2S04 44 1.
6000-7500 kg.

room,
chimney and
storage area
for food
Storage area
for food

Chlorodiflouromethane
(R22) 875 kg. and
Dichlorodifluoromethane
(FI2) 30 kg.

APPENDIX E
Environmental hazardous wastes generated during the demolition of a VLCC,
Description

Sources
Cathodic
protection

More than 110000 kg. Of anodes was fitted to the vessel originally. Both Al and
Zn anodes were used. Approximately 65000 kg. (totally) is assumed to remain
when vessel arrives for scrapping. The anodes contain In, Cd and Pb in smaller

Batteries

amounts.
Approximately 200 kg. Of batteries are identified. These contain Pb, Cd, Ni and
sulphuric acid. The number is assumed low and is probably representing the
amount required and the additional back-up batteries. It is assumed that the real

Coatings
and paints

Fire
fighting

Refrigerant
s
Thermal
insulation

Steel
structure

Electrical
insulation

fimre is closer to the double.
Originally more than 65000 litre of paint was used. A large volume oj this has
been worn off due to operations and maintenance. However new paints have been
added over the years. The amount remaining is therefore likely to exceed the
original volume. The amount ofpaint residues on board is assumed to be limited.
These products are likely to be taken care of and used locally. Paints and coatings
can contain chemical compounds such as Cl, Zn, Cu, PCB and Pb. In addition one
should exoect to find considerable quantities ofTBT in the anti-fouling paint.
Volumes of powder, Col and foam have been identified. Mobile fire fighting
devices are most likely re-used. Fixed systems will be scrapped causing the spread
of identified substances. These are not assumed to have local environmental
effects.
Substances servicing the cooling plants contain chlorodifiourmethane (R22) and
dichlorodifluoromethane (FI2). A total volume of appox. 10001. is expected.
Asbestos was commonly used as thermal insulator at the time ship was built and
approximately 7000 kg. Has been identified. This is assumed to be a conservative
estimate. The figure is checked with other smaller vessels and it seem to be
representative for vessels from 100000 DWT and over.
Approximately 15% of vessel's steel structure is steel. Paint and coatings cover
most of the steel and the recovery (recalculation) will cause gaseous discharges
following the cutting processes. Released components might include dioxins and
others.
A total of 50000 m. of cabling is likely to be in the vessel. Cables are most likely
burnt locally on the beach. Substances include Cu and PVC, combustion cause the
discharge of dioxins and chlorinated furans. Electrical components in light fittings

include PCB and Hg.
Remaining
oil have been categorised as " clean ”, or as waste. The products in the
Oil
first
group
is assumed to carry a market value and hence to be recoverable. The
residues
latter group represents contaminated oil-products or unrecoverable products. The
main group is represented by residues from cargo tanks. This might contain in the
resion of1500-2000 cu. m. of a mixture of oil, rust and sand/sediments
The vessel is normally required to sail to its scrapping destination. This require
Prepara
that
all systems in general must be in operational order. This eliminates the
tions prior
possibility to remove subs tances prior to demolition. Stores such as oil, chemicals
to
and paint products can be removed. Further, tanks can be emptied, cleaned and
scrapping
ventilated prior to demolition.
Source; IMO (1999 e, p. 10)
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